Safety in Anaesthesia

The practice of Anesthesia is fundamental to the practice of medicine. According to the Institute of Medicine, Anaesthesia practice is among the most successful specialties in assuring patient safety and reducing mortality. Death due to administration of anaesthesia has come down from 1 per 5000 anaesthesia administered to 1 death per 2,00,000-3,00,000 [1]. In 1987 CEPOD (first Confidential Enquiry into Perioperative Deaths) revealed that very few deaths were actually due to the direct result of general anaesthesia. To compare one hour of being under anaesthesia, with say one hour spent in traffic or one hour of flying; the risk of dying is about 1 in 10,000 in traffic, about 1 in 1000, 000 in an aircraft and 1 in 1,00,000-5,00,000 under anaesthesia [2].

In advanced or tertiary centers, complexity and cost of the Anaesthesiologist-one case norm is not always followed. Attitude of anaesthesiologists is trained anaesthesia providers is also a huge problem. Attitude of anaesthesiologists is also a deterring factor where one anaesthesiologist-one case norm is not strictly followed. In advanced or tertiary centers, complexity of healthcare organisations makes them error prone environments [13]. Failure of communication amongst staff or different departments and hospitals often leads to serious adverse events [14]. Blame culture discourages people from reporting adverse events and learning from experience. Provision of safe anesthesia is difficult without appropriate resources like water, electricity, water, oxygen, properly functioning monitors, drugs and equipments [15]. Likewise unrecognized malfunctioning equipment can result in disasters. Safe and effective monitors are necessary for conduct of safe anaesthesia for patients. 'Finger on pulse ' is no longer a substitute or acceptable standard. Failure to adhere to standard guidelines and checklists is also a deterring factor towards safety. Anaesthesia providers resuscitation skills are limited if necessary fluids, blood and blood products are not available [15]. Safety is thus interplay of many factors, individual and organizational with human and cultural values playing an important role [16]. Every hospital and organization must have a institutional safety plan with skill based anaesthesia performance and information process. These form a robust system to achieve desired successful outcomes.

The patient safety plan must provide a systematic, coordinated and continuous approach to the reduction of medical errors. These adverse events can be significantly reduced by implementing safety control such as regular monitoring by workers within a complex healthcare delivery system. Effective communication amongst all the staff members and adequate rest to prevent fatigue and overload of anaesthesiologist plays a pivotal role. Employing non blame culture for incident reporting and healthy analysis for prevention of these mishaps in the future is a must.

Structured patient education wherein information on anaesthesia expectation should be addressed by concerned anaesthesiologist [16]. Comprehensive patient education provision can be quite a consuming affair. Nevertheless this is important for gaining patient's trust and satisfaction. Patients should be educated about five point questionnaire addressing the safety of surgery, anesthesia and patient.

Amongst the medical practitioners, anaesthesiologists tend to be the most risk oriented and interested in addressing patient safety issues [17]. The specialty of anaesthesia has highly organized training, patient risk assessment scales, high patient monitoring standards and patient safety foundation [18,19]. The outstanding anaesthesiologist’s performance comes from the hardwork of pioneer in anesthesia from all over the world. Contribution of various organizations such as WFSA (World Federation of Anaesthesiologist).
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According to Webster medical dictionary, safe is defined as not causing harm or injury, having a low incidence of adverse reactions and significant side effects when adequate instructions for use are given, having a low potential for harm under conditions of widespread availability [3]. Safety does not reside in a person, device or department but emerges from the interactions of the components of the system [4]. The World Federation of Anaesthesiologists (WFSA) first approved the standards of safe practice of anaesthesia in 1962. These standards have been updated in 2008 and 2010 respectively [5]. These objectives have been achieved in economically sound areas of the world. However this still remains a challenge in resource poor areas of the world [6,7,8]. The principal reasons in the resource poor areas are critical shortage of trained anaesthesia providers [9]. In such situations, anaesthesia may be administered by an individual with no anaesthesia training at all or operating surgeon may administer anesthesia. In either case the patient is at significant risk for mortality and morbidity [10]. Lack of supervision of residents whose training is limited is also a cited reason [10-12]. Accredited training for anaesthesiologist and retention of trained anaesthesia providers is also a huge problem. Attitude of anaesthesiologists is also a deterring factor where one anaesthesiologist-one case norm is not strictly followed. In advanced or tertiary centers, complexity of healthcare organisations makes them error prone environments [13]. Failure of communication amongst staff or different departments and hospitals often leads to serious adverse events [14]. Blame culture discourages people from reporting adverse events and learning from experience. Provision of safe anesthesia is difficult without appropriate resources like water, electricity, water, oxygen, properly functioning monitors, drugs and equipments [15]. Likewise unrecognized malfunctioning equipment can result in disasters. Safe and effective monitors are necessary for conduct of safe anaesthesia for patients. 'Finger on pulse ' is no longer a substitute or acceptable standard. Failure to adhere to standard guidelines and checklists is also a deterring factor towards safety. Anaesthesia providers resuscitation skills are limited if necessary fluids, blood and blood products are not available [15]. Safety is thus interplay of many factors, individual and organizational with human and cultural values playing an important role [16]. Every hospital and organization must have a institutional safety plan with skill based anaesthesia performance and information process. These form a robust system to achieve desired successful outcomes.

The patient safety plan must provide a systematic, coordinated and continuous approach to the reduction of medical errors. These adverse events can be significantly reduced by implementing safety control such as regular monitoring by workers within a complex healthcare delivery system. Effective communication amongst all the staff members and adequate rest to prevent fatigue and overload of anaesthesiologist plays a pivotal role. Employing non blame culture for incident reporting and healthy analysis for prevention of these mishaps in the future is a must.

Structured patient education wherein information on anaesthesia expectation should be addressed by concerned anaesthesiologist [16]. Comprehensive patient education provision can be quite a consuming affair. Nevertheless this is important for gaining patient’s trust and satisfaction. Patients should be educated about five point questionnaire addressing the safety of surgery, anesthesia and patient.

Amongst the medical practitioners, anaesthesiologists tend to be the most risk oriented and interested in addressing patient safety issues [17]. The specialty of anaesthesia has highly organized training, patient risk assessment scales, high patient monitoring standards and patient safety foundation [18,19]. The outstanding anaesthesiologist’s performance comes from the hardwork of pioneer in anesthesia from all over the world. Contribution of various organizations such as WFSA (World Federation of Anaesthesiologist).
through its educational initiatives is noteworthy [20]. WFSA anaesthesia tutorial of the week provides peer reviewed tutorial on various topics [21]. The anaesthesiologist should constantly endeavour to keep themselves abreast of latest techniques through continuing medical education (CME). The sources for CME can be online, webinars, case based learning at departmental level, through social media (The Anesthetist Facebook group, ACE facebook group). Uptodate certification for BLS, ACLS and PALS should be mandatory for all staff [22]. With advent of smartphones App based learning and maintaining a log book for easy recall of cases should be utilized wherever possible. Finally system based approach would be the most important approach to establish a firm system with multiple barriers for errors to appear. The anaesthesia departmental policies should be regularly updated in compliance with the international standards set by Joint Commission International (JCI) and NABHI organizations. These include anaesthesia safety checklist laid down by AAGBI for machine, monitors, ventilators, airway equipment, perfusion pumps and emergency cart [23]. Changes in high risk area such as, separation of high electrolyte concentrate, from the normal shelves to avoid catastrophic outcomes, standard labeling of drugs and avoiding abbreviations wherever possible. Implementing safety guidelines for sedation in remote areas and following discharge criteria in the recovery room adds to safe practice. WHO launched in 2007 its safe surgery, save lives campaign. The theme was defined as clean surgery, safe anesthesia and safe surgeons. Meticulous time in and time out needs to be followed during the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative period to avoid lapses in safety [24]. The goal is that the team implements simple and efficient priority check in a way that opens up lines of communication between all staff members present and enhances teamwork, to realise improved safety and clinical outcomes. Last but not the least regular audits of the practices and completing the audit cycle by reauditing is absolutely necessary [25]. Thus a comprehensive multidisciplinary patient safety plan or program must be established and implemented in all healthcare facilities in order to assure the patient safety at all times.

Questionnaire from the Patient for the Surgeon:

- Safe Anaesthesia ensures Safe Surgery and Safe Patient

5 QUESTIONS YOU MUST ASK YOUR SURGEON AND HOSPITAL BEFORE ANY SURGERY (OPERATION)

1. Will a qualified Anaesthesiologist/Anaesthetist provide me Anaesthesia
2. Will the Anaesthesiologist/Anaesthetist look after me during and after the operation
3. Do you have all necessary MACHINES and MONITORING to provide SAFE ANAESTHESIA
4. What different options do you provide for ANAESTHESIA and PAIN RELIEF for the operation
5. What facilities do you have to provide SAFE AFTER CARE if I develop any complications

Anaesthesiologist/Anaesthetist are qualified doctors who have done their MBBS and Post-Graduation in Anaesthesia
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